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Contextualized Social Work Education in Canada: Understanding Educators’ 

Perspectives 

 

Abstract: Dominant Eurocentric social work practices and knowledges have been critiqued for 

perpetuating colonial perspectives, underlining social control aspects of social work, advancing 

individualism, ignoring a holistic understanding of issues, and overlooking collective 

approaches. Alternative practice examples are being documented but less attention has been paid 

to social work education. A phenomenological study with 15 Canadian social work educators 

explored their experience(s) and understanding of contextualized social work education. The 

accounts, collected through individual interviews and sharing circles, emphasize the participants’ 

politicized and de-individualized understanding of context. They also promote contextualization 

of social work education as responsiveness to student and community realities, privileging the 

local. Contextualization is presented as a means of resisting the challenges, limits and dangers of 

Western, colonial and neoliberal educational and professional practices. The establishment of a 

strong collaborative community of practice and institutional legitimization are suggested as 

pathways for entrenching contextualized social work education. 

 

Keywords: Contextualized social work education; social work pedagogy; Canadian social work 

education; critical social work education 

 

 
“By contextualizing … we are advancing  

an emancipatory framework” 

Canadian social workers are calling for appropriate social work practice and education- 

particularly as regards Indigenous perspectives. This intersects with international critiques of 

Western(ized) social work - encapsulated in dominant, global North, White, Anglophone, and 

Eurocentric social work- that is increasingly viewed as harmful to non-Western communities. 

The typical perpetuation of colonial and individualistic perspectives (Osei-Hwedi, 1993); the 

marginalization of alternative ways of knowing; the minimization of histories and practices of 

oppression; the ignorance of collective identities and belonging (Gray et al., 2013); and the 

failure to respond meaningfully to mass social conditions (Patel, 2015) renders dominant social 

work intervention largely irrelevant to parochial concerns (Spitzer, 2014). The acknowledgement 

of these problems has resulted in efforts to ensure social work endeavours critically consider 
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context so as to be appropriate to local communities and their lived realities and accordingly, 

demands a contextualised understanding of social work (Author & Author, 2019). 

Alternative practice examples of such contextualised responses are coalescing into a 

significant body of work (see Baskin, 2016; Cox & Pawar, 2006; Dominelli, 2012; Gray et al, 

2013; Gray et al, 2008; Osei-Hwedi, 1993; Osei-Hwedi & Rankopo, 2008; Nimaggadda & 

Martell, 2008; Patel, 2015; Spitzer et al, 2014; Yadav, 2019). However, less attention has been 

paid to how education (rather than practice) is being contextualized, and thus to complement the 

existing research, we investigated the ways in which social work education is contextualised. 

Because social work educators are implicated in the construction of social work, we assumed 

that those who see the profession as grounded in the values of social justice, empowerment, 

liberation and community engagement also embrace a proactive critical stance and incorporate 

alternative social work approaches in preparing new generations of social workers. Our 

phenomenological qualitative study explored South African and Canadian social work educators’ 

experience(s) of contextualized social work education, noting these are disparate environments 

that each offer unique contextual insights. In this paper we lift out the Canadian findings and 

highlight Canadian educators’ experiences. 

To do so, we first outline our philosophical lens and situate the topic within social work 

literature. We then delineate the methodology employed to achieve the research purpose. We 

move on to report the main issues raised by the participants and end with a discussion of 

contextualized social work education. We conclude that for these Canadian educators, 

contextualized social work education, through its interrogation and privileging of context is a 

means of enhancing the emancipatory nature of the social work profession and challenging 

entrenched institutional and political arrangements. 
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We adopt Canadian orthography and identify any concept relating to Indigenous persons in 

Canada with a capital “I”. We have used terms such as ‘native’ or ‘historical’ to speak to culture 

and practices that predate and survive colonization to avoid the term ‘indigenous’ which 

becomes ambiguous in this context.  

Philosophical Framework and Literature Review 

We locate our work within a postmodern critical social work paradigm articulated by Fook 

(Fook, 2002; Pease & Fook, 1999), using it to both conceptualize the study and interpret the 

educators’ accounts. This framework allows for the rethinking of the emancipatory potential of 

social work. By highlighting the economic, gender and colonial roots of injustice and 

subordination (Noble, 2005) and emphasizing power, postmodern critical theory problematizes 

the impact of discursive and structural factors on individual functioning and meaning making 

(Fook, 2002). Further, by transitioning away from the traditional notions of a unified theory and 

practice base, critical social work instead legitimizes and includes difference, multiple 

perspectives and marginalized voices (Morley & Macfarlane, 2012; Fook, 2002; Pease & Fook, 

1999). Finally, this critical postmodern paradigm makes visible sites of knowledge production as 

well as the flow of knowledge dissemination through stressing multiplicity, contradictions, 

fluidity, contextualizing and change (Fook, 2002; Morley & Macfarlane, 2012). This lens 

allowed us as researchers to therefore avoid homogenization, be sensitive to a range of voices 

and value multiple knowledge systems (Morley & Macfarlane, 2012). These processes are 

essential in hearing the multifold experiences of diverse educators and reviewing the background 

literature pertaining to contextualized social work. 

In considering Western social work, the literature raises various concerns. Specifically, it 

critiques the mismatch between an imposed conceptualization of social work and local needs and 
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worldviews (Badwall & Razack, 2012; Baltra-Ulloa, 2013; De Urrutia Barosso & Strug, 2013). 

It also takes issue with the individualized, deficit-based lens that overlooks structural and 

systemic factors and pathologizes individuals by locating problems within them; the privileging 

of specialist and remedial case management interventions while marginalizing generalist 

approaches; and the ignoring of the effects of social context (Harris, 2006; Lombard, 2014; 

Weaver & Congress, 2009). Other concerns include the centering of psychological aspects 

instead of a holistic understanding of human behavior; the limited responsiveness to diversity 

and lived experiences of marginalized groups; and the disregard of collective notions of 

belonging and decision-making (Baskin, 2016; Gair, et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2008; Patel, 2015; 

Saracostti et al., 2012). Finally, the critique draws attention to the ways in which mainstream 

social work approaches reinforce social control (or “cisheteropatriarchalization” (Chapman & 

Withers, 2019, p.125), perpetuate harm and oppression, compromise human rights and facilitate 

cultural appropriation (Gray et al., 2008; Kovach et al., 2015).  

These critiques stress the importance of resisting professional imperialism, standardization 

and colonization (Dominelli, 2012; Midgely, 2008; Patel, 2015) and have resulted in alternatives 

that reflect an epistemological shift in the assumptions that inform social work practice 

(intervention) and education (Spitzer, 2014). These non-dominant forms include indigenized or 

Indigenous (Baskin, 2016; Kovach et al., 2015; Marsiglia, 2013), locality-based (Cox & Pawar, 

2006; Nimaggadda & Martell, 2008), decolonized (Gray et al., 2013; Kovach et al., 2015), 

developmental (Patel, 2015) and culturally relevant (Gray et al., 2008; Osei-Hwedie & Rankopo, 

2008) social work approaches. Despite each approach emphasizing a particular meta-perspective 

and associated agendas, all attend to local conditions and locally situated practice.  
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We conclude that these perspectives together honour local or native knowledges and 

wisdom; center culturally authentic responses; and allow for interrelationships between humans 

and the (natural) environment. Further, a critical thread regarding power runs through these 

approaches in their recognition of the impact of colonial and oppressive forces as well as their 

promotion of advocacy for a socially just and holistic response - one which therefore eschews a 

simplistic interaction with the local. 

For the purposes of this study, we conceptualized these themes of alternative social work 

as contextualized social work (Author & Author, 2019), a notion we then extended into 

education. We suggest that contextualized social work education is the pedagogical practice 

grounded in contextualized social work (Author & Author, 2019). On a content and pedagogical 

level, it is non-normative. Specifically, contextualized social work education emphasizes:  

1. Expanding notions of cultural awareness, humility and safety to prioritizing local 

worldviews, knowledge production and helping strategies through discussing 

tensions between universality and specificity, dominance and minority, and 

traditional and contemporary ways of being; 

2. Acknowledging the consequences of colonization, intergenerational trauma and 

associated loss and erosion of connections between the people, their land, language, 

culture and spirituality; deconstructing social work history, knowledge and roles; 

and creating space for students’ own narratives of trauma and marginalization; 

3. Incorporating local, historically embedded culture and knowledge by affirming 

alternative modes of learning; attending to collective identity, sense of belonging 

and decision-making processes; honouring spiritual perspectives; promoting 
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community ties and capacity; and facilitating partnerships with community elders 

and teachers; and 

4. Responding to local social conditions by activating local solutions and relying on 

local materials; building on authentic relationships with local communities; and 

engaging their understanding of partnership while furthering political and 

environmental activism.  

 Using this developing conceptualization and wishing to elaborate on emergent non-

dominant education, the reported study examined the experience of Canadian social work faculty 

with contextualized social work education and illuminated their concordant shifts in curriculum 

and teaching strategies.  

Methodology 

This transcendental phenomenological study sought to describe and situate Canadian 

social work educators’ experience(s) of teaching contextualized social work, drawing out the 

essence of their experience (Bevan, 2014; Moustakas, 1994). Accordingly, we focused on the 

educators’ understanding of their pedagogy; imperatives that informed it; barriers encountered 

when teaching it; and changes needed for transformation towards contextualized social work 

education.  

We made intentional choices “about resistance and allegiance to the hegemony of 

Eurocentric thought and research traditions” (Strega, 2015, p.120) in our research stance and 

recruitment and data collection decisions. This was motivated by our philosophical framework, 

our sense of relational accountability (Wilson, 2008) and the recognition that contextualized 

social work education is grounded in alternative social work approaches that challenge the 
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dominance of Eurocentric values. The study was granted ethical clearance by Vancouver Island 

University.   

Recruitment and Data Collection 

Because we aimed to target individuals who were particularly knowledgeable about the 

issue, willing to share their experience and representing a range of approaches, we used 

purposeful, snowball and availability sampling strategies for recruitment. Such recruitment also 

facilitated  “a more intensive portrait of activities and actors” (Engel & Schutt, 2017, p. 119), 

The majority of participants had a relationship (even if tenuous) with the research team or other 

participants. Such relationships facilitated recruitment and created trust and reciprocity within 

the dialogue, especially as most participants had a sense of us as progressive researchers.  

While these connections perhaps reinforced bias, they also facilitated needed legitimacy, 

part of the dilemma faced by our insider positionality as social work educators. In line with 

Kanuha (2000), and in contrast to positivist research, we understood our authentic insider 

positioning as enhancing our sensitivity to the cues provided by participants, and perhaps 

eliciting greater understanding of their views; took on an informed, invested and influential 

standpoint; and actively facilitated an unfolding narrative. At the same time, we focussed on the 

data collection process, not making assumptions about the participants’ thoughts and 

remembering that our own pedagogical experiences represented only one possible perspective.  

Participants known for implementing alternative teaching approaches in their classrooms 

were selected. Nevertheless, we aimed for diversity amongst the participants.  Thus the 15 

participating Canadian social work educators represented 11 different Canadian large, medium 

and small universities across six provinces. Six interviewees self-identified as white Canadians; 

five as immigrants and three of these as racialized minorities; three as Indigenous Canadians; and 
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one as Francophone. One person did not identify their social context.  Only one participant did 

not teach exclusively within a social work department, this individual additionally working in an 

interdisciplinary context. Most participants taught face-to-face classes but two also taught online. 

Seven of the participants identified that they taught not only locally but internationally also.  

We adopted a two-stage data collection process. We began by conducting individual 

face-to-face, phone or virtual semi-structured interviews, seeing these as “an appropriate means 

of explicating lifeworld experience” (Bevan, 2014, p.137). We asked participants to identify first 

the approach/es that most resonated with their contextualized teaching; their motivation towards 

adopting alternative content and pedagogies; the form and content they used in teaching 

contextualized social work; and finally, the barriers, supports and pathways to entrenching such 

contextualized education. To enhance participant engagement, we shared individual transcripts 

for review and distributed a summary of the preliminary interview findings to the participants. 

This provided a backdrop for further iterative discussions in the second stage of sharing 

circles. Sharing circles is a relational methodology that captures participants’ stories on their own 

terms (Kovach, 2009; Lavallée, 2009) and symbolizes and encourages the collective, equitable 

construction of knowledge (Chilisa, 2012). This methodology is associated with an Indigenous 

worldview; it may also be considered a “social justice method” (Chilisa, 2012, p. 292). Two 

virtual sharing circles were held, in which the educators reflected on how the interview findings 

informed their understanding and practice of contextualized social work education, the state of 

contextualized curriculum, their understanding of their individual responsibilities as educators 

committed to contextualized education and any further recommendations based on the findings. 

As a conversational method (Kovach, 2010), the use of individual interviews and sharing 

circles improved the likelihood of detecting the full range of subjective realities 
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(Padgett, 2016).  For the purposes of confidentiality, the participants were assigned numbers, 

IP[number] indicating an interview participant and SCP[number] indicating a sharing circle 

participant. 

Data Analysis and Analytic Integrity  

 We followed Moustakas’s (1994) seminal phenomenological process for data analysis. 

At the end of each stage of data collection, the primary investigator highlighted significant 

statements, sentences and quotes that allowed for the understanding of the participants’ 

experiences (horizonalization). The research team reviewed this analysis once these statements 

were drawn together into clusters of meaning. As a research team, we consolidated the final 

themes into overall primary threads, from these developed a textural description (what the 

participants experienced) and structural description (the context that influenced how the 

participants experienced it), and finally formed these into a composite description reflecting the 

essence of the phenomenon of teaching contextualized social work education (Moustakas, 1994).  

The peer debriefing allowed for enhanced credibility and confirmability of the analysis. In 

addition, the member checking (through a review of transcripts) permitted correction and 

comment, ensured the credibility of the findings, improved the likelihood of detecting the full 

range of subjective experiences and prompted iterative reflection (Padgett, 2016). It also 

facilitated educative authenticity of the project by allowing participants’ understanding of each 

other’s worldviews or perceptions to be enhanced through the research process (Shannon & 

Hambacher, 2014). Moreover, these various mechanisms allowed for “relational accountability” 

throughout the research process (Wilson, 2008, p.97). Overall primary threads consolidated from 

individual interviews and sharing circles informed the development of the content of 

participants’ experiences (textural description) and the context that influenced their experiences 
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(structural description). Finally, we wrote a composite description from the textural and 

structural descriptions that presented the essence of the phenomenon of teaching contextualized 

social work education (Moustakas, 1994). 

Despite the phenomenological tendency to bracket the researcher out of the narrative 

(Moustakas, 1994), we opted to insert reflexivity into this study. As a research team that 

represented distinct social locations, we used frequent discussion to intentionally and 

consistently interrogate our varied historical, political, social and personal positionalities as 

expressed in our methodological and interpretative choices (Baskin, 2016; Chilisa, 2012).  

Findings 

 Fifteen interviews and two virtual sharing circles were held, the latter including five of 

the 15 educators interviewed. The participants described a number of ontological and axiological 

principles that characterised contextualized social work education. They also discussed 

associated curriculum content and pedagogical approaches and noted challenges and pathways 

for the transformation of social work education. Their accounts spoke to a meta-theme of 

contextualized social work education as core professional knowledge, it being “critical … to 

offer alternatives to the traditional mainstream approaches to social work education…” (IP5) and 

prepare students for progressive social work practice. As IP9 offered, “[social work education] 

need[s] to be fostering more equitable and socially just approaches … [a]lso addressing 

oppressions that exist … by contextualizing we are moving towards an emancipatory … 

framework” (our emphasis).  

Philosophical Base of Contextualized Social Work Education 

Participants presented what they understood as contextualized social work education. First, 

the participants stressed that social work knowledge should incorporate multiple situated realities 
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and thus emphasized their adoption of a postmodern lens. For example, IP4 argued that, 

“Westernized academia really likes to have one answer … that is supposedly going to work for 

everybody … [but contextualized social work education is] about … being able to offer a whole 

bunch of perspectives almost simultaneously”. Agreeing, IP10 stated that good social work 

practice should not be informed by “universal concepts”. This multiplicity of truths implied that 

“Contextualized social work … means we cannot standardize our practices … because we have 

… to take into account socioeconomic, political and environmental contexts at all times” (IP14). 

IP7 defined contextualized social work education as “education that reflects the context in which 

it is designed”, while IP8 offered the phrase “situated social work” to stress the importance of the 

local context in social work understanding. The educators’ sense of context was fundamentally 

shaped by their lived realities, their positionality directing their interpretations of oppression and 

discrimination. They also relied on political developments, such as Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission Calls for Action to aid them in constructing context.  

  Furthermore, the participants spoke about the importance of responsiveness to the local 

community (as a collective). They emphasized the significance of developing social work 

practice within the beliefs and practices of communities, thus “[r]esponding to needs and the 

aspirations of diverse populations based on their values, their needs, their preferences - not our 

perspectives as to what they need” (IP15). IP7 maintained, “you need to create spaces for the 

people who lived on the land to talk about [the history of the land] and to create knowledge in 

that space around what social work practice is in that context.” Another dimension of 

responsiveness was not imposing one’s understanding of what has to be done: “[I]t’s local 

people’s responsibility to … decide what they are going to use and not use … The 

Indigenization/ recontextualization process has to be done by local people” (IP6). Participants 
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underlined that power relationships had to be understood and interrogated, allowing us as 

researchers to conclude that their understanding of the local was not simple or naïve, or one that 

assumed heterogeneity. Indeed, an understanding of internalized oppression (SCP1) and the use 

of community-based and participatory approaches (SCP2) were named as other key principles to 

appreciate the unique local needs and cultural context.  

Finally, in a related point, the participants insisted that contextualization should include a 

conflict analysis of domination and exploitation, as well as the language of “oppression and anti-

oppression forces” (SCP4) as an integral part of both practice and education. SCP5 stated, 

“[A]nti-oppression is useful because it drives us to do contextual practice … to think about how 

we’re going to share power.”  IP1 added, “The key elements about contextualizing are to 

examine assumptions, power and privilege … de-privileging, removing power, centering other 

voices”. In a similar vein, IP15 elaborated, “First Nations, poor people … are discriminated 

against in the system. As a social worker, [I] understand that their power is less than … other 

people … because they don’t have … equal access to social services, to hospital, to employment, 

to education”. As summed up by IP1, contextualized social work education must “dismantle 

power differentials and hierarchies”. 

Hence, the participants’ understanding of contextualized social work education was 

informed by the principles of contextualization, the appreciation of multiple realities and 

knowledges, the valuing of multiple contexts in informing individual challenges, the 

prioritization of collective approaches and community responsiveness, the foregrounding of a 

power analysis and the use of the associated language of oppression and domination. In the next 

section we describe the participants’ educational practice in implementing these principles. This 

might be drawn together as a postmodern, critical social work stance. 
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Contextualized Social Work Education: A Critical Pedagogy   

In identifying essential content areas— alternative modes of practice, Indigenous content, 

spirituality, the role of history, allyship, contemporary oppressions, ethics or the consideration of 

students’ diverse lived realities as a source of knowledge—the educators intentionally focused on 

utilizing a critical lens. This pedagogy responded to two co-existing contexts: the student (often 

related to various communities) and the institutional; and two main principles: the multiplicity of 

truths and relationality. The participants viewed their pedagogy as an “on-going process of 

transformation” (IP7) and an essential disruption of mainstream approaches.  

Diverse Realities and Ways of Knowing  

As part of a critical approach, the educators further emphasized the centrality of 

recognizing a multiplicity of truths. In rejecting a competency skills-based approach they could, 

for example, introduce diverse ways of knowing. IP4 stated, “There’s always been the notion 

that … ‘there’s one right way to do things’ as opposed to ‘actually, there’s multiple right ways to 

do things’ … That’s what we have to teach our students: to become really comfortable with that 

level of ambiguity and an ability to just go between spaces”.  Similarly, IP7 wanted to help 

students “recognize that there are different forms of knowledge production that don’t adhere to 

the original academic model, but they’re still really valid and important.”  

To facilitate such diverse ways of knowing, some participants integrated Indigenous 

content. IP13 described this as “a holistic approach that considers the mind, body, heart and spirit 

… includes trauma and the fallout of trauma … learning from being on the land, and learning … 

about history, the stories that are attached to the land … [and] systems of governance … all ways 

of life in terms of how our people lived”. They also incorporated Indigenous practices, along 

with their students visited Indigenous spaces, introduced students to ceremonies, took students 
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out to the land, recognized the role played by “traditional practitioners … elders, knowledge 

keepers, medicine people” and “[brought] in outside resources that complement the makeup of 

our class” (IP12). For some instructors, alternative content was introduced through engaging 

students in active partnerships with persons and groups seen as marginalized (IP3). 

Another aspect of reinforcing diverse realities within a critical mode focused on centering 

community—Indigenous, immigrant, racialized—and inviting community voices into the 

classroom “because it’s the community out there that’s going to be receiving the services” 

(IP11). Although local content was underlined, some educators included “content outside the 

North American context” (IP9) as a way of going beyond dominant approaches.  

Additionally, educators emphasized the inclusion of student voices and lived experiences: 

“Really bringing in the diversity that’s in … the classroom itself, to amplify their voice and to 

give space for it and the variety of ways that students actually represent” (IP8). Similarly, IP12 

considered the makeup of her students, asking “Who is in my classroom and how it is that we 

incorporate their lived experiences, their backgrounds, their cultures, their narratives, so that it’s 

not a one-sided approach?” IP7 prioritized student experience over “[academic] reading … it 

detracts from dialogue … I try to make the reading as grounded in daily lived experience as 

much as possible”. SCP2 insisted on creating opportunities for international students to share 

how social work was conducted in their home countries and for Indigenous students to share 

local helping strategies. 

Reflexive Deconstruction of Dominant Discourse. This critical pedagogy was also aimed 

at the interrogation and deconstruction of dominant social discourses and mainstream social 

work practices. IP5 recommended that “[Students] have to learn the traditional models, but they 

need to know how to critique them in terms of their relevance to practice in diverse social and 
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cultural contexts”. IP12 interrogated formal academic literature to highlight dominant and 

marginalized perspectives “through the narratives of the room, through our conversations”. The 

participants moreover prioritized teaching critical reflection and reflexivity to students “to have 

opportunity to reflect on ‘Who am I? What is my social location? And how does that impact how 

I’m interacting with these other groups of individuals?’” (IP4). It was important to enable 

students to identify and articulate their social location and thus “their place” as students and 

future practitioners, and the links between “personal and political” (SCP3).   

Holistic, Experiential Teaching. In addition, the validation of diverse realities and critical 

perspectives was achieved by utilizing holistic and experiential teaching methodologies. This 

meant promoting “Learning [that] is not only in my head; it’s in my heart, in my skin, in my 

actions” (IP14), and thus was interesting and meaningful to students. In contrast to mainstream 

didactic teaching, this pedagogy incorporated music, songs, videos, artwork, grounding 

exercises, social media polling, zines, free writes, mind-maps, class comparative assignments, 

debates, community partnerships for assignments, responses to current affairs and co-instruction, 

as well as the incorporation of creative assignments (beyond exams or traditional essays). Such 

pedagogies, participants argued, make context visible by bringing student’s lived realities to the 

fore, highlighting (their) diverse ways of knowing and learning and introducing students to a 

democratic educational setting.  

Relationality 

This pedagogy was grounded in strategies of “bringing people together” (IP11). To 

facilitate trust and relationship among students, storytelling, participation and “a sharing and 

learning model … done in circle” were offered. For example, IP14 suggested “[W]hen… 

everybody shares their stories of struggles, it feeds empathy”, and IP8 concluded, “[It] teaches 
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students to be a little more open to various cultural contexts”. Pacing the class and encouraging 

students to get “curious not furious” (SCP3) also developed relationship. 

 Time. Accordingly, contextualized social work pedagogy had to “allow time for 

integration” (IP8), and “be more immersive” to actively develop critical thinking and offer a 

“more transformative social justice experience” (IP1). Time also facilitated a gentler engagement 

with students and IP4 promoted “a softer approach ... trying not to be stridently challenging”.  

Instructor authenticity. Further, instructors’ use of authenticity facilitated relational 

encounters between educators and students. IP3 spoke about making time in the first class to 

discuss “[t]he fact that I have an accent that is different than my students … [I]t’s … giving 

permission to the students to ask questions about that, and it’s also telling them that I have some 

possible barriers that they have to understand”. Attention to student well-being was also a 

relational tool, “because if I don’t know how my students are, I can’t engage with the material … 

I’m going to focus on wellness over an article every time” (IP12). Finally, as inferred earlier, 

facilitating relationship and reciprocity between students and community members was needed. 

IP3 noted that it shifted students’ perceptions on “engaging with service users rather than acting 

on clients”. 

In the next subsection, we discuss the participants’ views on the challenges they 

experienced when teaching contextually and supports they needed to preserve and maintain the 

desired educational practices. 

Challenges and Pathways of Contextualized Social Work Education 

Challenges  

Participants identified as a primary challenge to contextualized social work education the 

interrelated constraints associated with the institutional Western and neoliberal framework. For 
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example, the standardization and set curricula, traditional evaluation as well as teaching methods 

limited the student and community voices and perspectives that could be included in the 

curriculum and impeded exploration of various cultural practices with students. These limitations 

thus hampered students’ appreciation of multiple ways of knowing and, by extension, their 

critical thinking and understanding of social justice. Standardization further “[l]imit[ed] the 

creativity of schools to respond to context issues and contextual challenges and needs” (IP3). 

The freedom to teach and to teach holistically and experientially was hindered: “[H]ow is this 

going to work with my class of 270 people, how’s this going to work when you know my 

campus gets mad at me every time I move the chairs around to make a circle? … I’m going to 

incorporate storytelling … I think … how am I going to mark that?” (SCP4).  Moreover, 

participants observed that the professional mainstream’s emphasis on measurable outcomes 

jeopardized community-centered approaches as “they are not going to be tested” (IP2). Because 

of the emphases on skills and competency development, a neoliberal framework produced 

“technicians responsive to the employers [and not the community]” (SCP1). In addition, the 

proliferation of contractual and part-time positions associated with neoliberal imperatives 

inhibited teaching of non-dominant and local practices because: “the very people who have … 

local knowledge to bring to the table to contextualise their practice and their teaching … are the 

very people who … can’t take the risk” (IP1). 

These various factors maintained the status-quo and had a colonizing effect that was 

particularly evident in the ways in which processes around indigenizing curriculum was handled 

by the institutions- focussing on adaptation and “add-ons” rather than fundamental 

transformation or restructuring being advanced to make it more “palatable” (IP7). Associated 

funding constraints did not allow instructors to adopt Indigenous approaches in the classroom. 
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For example, IP11 observed, they could not “compensate [community people or an elder] 

properly … We need round classrooms to do our teaching properly. We need places where, if we 

choose to, we can smudge.” Western knowledge production resulted in a scarcity of materials 

offering alternative perspectives: “[A]lthough there is a whole tradition on reconciliation, 

Indigenization and decolonization [of social work], it’s very hard to find a book on social policy 

that incorporates those elements and [allows for] analysis of policies” (SCP2). 

The litany of concerns with the institutional environment also included time constraints in 

practicing relational, authentic pedagogy: “How is it that we continue to look at our growth in 

the classroom? How do we ensure that when we talk about reflexivity that we’re also engaged in 

the reflexive process?” (IP12). IP4 noted that time constraints were also an impediment for 

developing meaningful community relationships: “Each time that I go and meet with an elder 

from any community … they take more of my time, and my job doesn’t allow for that much time 

… [then] how do we get credibility in the community?”  

 Overall, Canadian participants felt quite discouraged as exemplified by SCP5 who 

lamented: “I have a set of ideals, I have a set of values and I have a theoretical framework and 

I’m not able to deliver on that … I keep trying to … find a place … within this system where I 

can feel good about the work … [and] not be complicit.” The participants noted that entrenching 

contextualized social work education was a “solo project” (SCP5). The prevailing individualistic, 

competitive culture resulted in a lack of formal and informal discussion and support, as well as 

lack of familiarity with the instructional content, strategies and experiences of colleagues (IP3; 

IP12). SCP5 commented on the value of this study: “I found it reassuring that so many people 

are talking about this. It’s really nice just to hear other voices and the struggles with this because 

... we’re largely working in isolation but constantly under the gaze of the institution”.   
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Pathways 

These challenges provide pointers to the pathways for the entrenchment of contextualized 

social work education through the establishment of a strong collaborative community of practice 

and institutional legitimization of alternative social work education.  The participants (for 

example, SCP2, IP9, IP11, IP15) spoke strongly about the need to shift contextualized social 

work education intentionally from an individual faculty practice to building a collective among 

Indigenous, French and English-speaking social work faculty in Canada, “having colleagues who 

are talking the same thing….” (SCP5). In this regard, the role of the national accreditation 

body—CASWE—was seen as essential because it could promote and require mentorship, offer 

targeted training (SCP4), and mobilize through the annual conference (SCP5). Yet another role 

for CASWE as the accrediting body was offering legitimization to the shift “[f]rom a Eurocentric 

definition of social work to a recognition of Indigenous knowledges and promoting social 

cohesion” and resisting the impulse towards standardization (SCP1).  IP4, IP5 and IP14 

suggested the accreditation standards needed to be reviewed, integrated into the Code of Ethics 

and “structured differently” in order to offer a supportive framework. Even so, accreditation was 

seen as a support, ensuring “we don’t get jaded instructors who are competency-based working 

in neoliberal organizations” (IP1).  Finally, IP4 advocated that elders who had not necessarily 

qualified as social workers should be able to register with the regulatory council. 

Although the support of colleagues was essential, IP14 also emphasized that legitimization 

needed to come from “[t]he institution itself, the heads of these institutions, the presidents, the 

chairs, that people who have power over or who have influence within”. The participants stressed 

the importance of “push[ing] bureaucracy” (SCP3), decolonizing institutional “Eurocentric 

structures” and having it learn to “accept other ways” (SCP2). Institutional commitment to the 
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recognition of multiple ways of knowing would be provided by strengthening the representation 

of diversity amongst instructors and modelling diversity for students (IP4). It would be useful to 

support students’ educational options and “look at alternative ways for marginalized groups, 

Indigenous people … getting their credentials … and able to get a PhD” (IP11). This would also 

signal institutional accountability and responsiveness to the communities, “that we are taking this 

seriously” (IP7). 

Discussion 

This phenomenological study aimed to explore social work educators’ understanding(s) 

and experience(s) of contextualized social work education. For these Canadian educators, 

context emerged as a tension between, on the one hand, an emancipatory framework grounded in 

and responsive to student and community realities and on the other, an institutional environment 

informed by Western, colonial and neoliberal values. In their pedagogical practice, they strived 

to embrace the former and saw it as a means of resistance to the latter. This perspective coincides 

with Yadav’s (2019) desire to be freed from an “imperialist and universalist gaze” (p. 34).   

To elaborate, participants interpreted contextualized social work education as education 

towards politicized and de-individualized social work practice. This needed to be informed by 

multiply situated realities and decolonization; be attentive to community as a point of 

engagement and a site of knowledge production; and value local/historical understandings of and 

solutions to social conditions. Additionally, participants’ conceptualization of contextualized 

social work education privileged power analyses while foregrounding student lived experience 

and promoting relational principles of instructor authenticity and holistic teaching. Hence, 

contextualized knowledge represented for the participants an expansion of the understanding of 

the social to including other knowledges marginalized by Western colonial scholarship and 
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Enlightenment traditions. Moreover, these educators associated contextualization with social 

transformation ideals and knowledge of “who holds the power, whose interests are being served 

… and what devices are being used to keep things as they are” (Mullaly, 2010, p.15). As such, 

the participants strongly promoted a paradigmatic shift from the mainstream individualized trait 

approach to a collectivized power and social construction lens in social work education. The 

emphasis on a discourse of power (both current and historical), the pre-eminence of the local, 

and the postmodern appreciation of multiple realities in contextualized social work education 

legitimated Author & Author’s (2019) theoretical conceptualization of contextualized social 

work education. 

The participants also identified a range of critical principles that informed their 

pedagogical practice and noted that there were limits to what could be done through curriculum 

alone. Therefore, they marshalled a progressive model of education as political, moral and 

cultural practice that draws on critical discourses (Giroux, 2011). Their pedagogies invoked 

Freire and hooks’ themes of education as a practice of freedom, where both educator and student 

engage in an equitable and reciprocal relationship based on dialogue, mutual learning and 

participatory action (Freire, 1972; hooks, 1994). This radical pedagogy articulated by the 

participants intersected with hooks (1994) view of education by emphasizing the importance of 

educator authenticity, accountability and reflexivity; privileging students’ well-being and lived 

experiences as a source of knowledge; and aiming to challenge the understanding of truth as 

universal, singular and objective. Further, the intent of contextualized social work education was 

to strengthen students’ understanding of contemporary and historical oppression while enhancing 

their capacity for critical thinking and critical reflection.  
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At the same time as intending to engage with student and community realities, participants 

spoke equivocally to the constraints of an institutional Western, colonial and neoliberal 

environment in achieving the goals of contextualized education. Like Sanders-McDonagh & 

Davis (2018), they argued these practices devalued the importance of essential critical skills and 

of the substance of knowledge that constitute “a changed perception of self and of the world 

which enables them to navigate that world with a greater sense of agency and aspiration” (p. 

226). Yadav's (2019) maintains that “indigenization .... [is] the unfinished job of imperialist 

social work” (p. 39), a position echoed by the participants in their criticism of instrumental 

institutional responses to indigenization, these mostly supporting the adjustment of Indigenous 

people to the normalized academic order and doing little to transform the Western academic 

culture (see also Gaudry & Lorenz, 2018).  

Participants implied that the indigenizing of social work programs specifically, and 

academia in general, should involve systemic change that centred engagement with Indigenous 

peoples and Indigenous ways of knowing. They also acknowledged that even though 

Indigenization was being endorsed institutionally, the experiences and knowledges of other 

marginalized groups continued to be un/under-recognized. Finally, the educators in this study 

asserted that the individualistic and competitive culture of academia promoted isolation instead 

of collaboration in teaching and learning endeavors. Hence, echoing the critiques of other social 

work educators (see for example, Kamali & Jönsson, 2019; Macı´as, 2013; Morley, 2016), 

participants stressed the dangers of conservative and reactionary mainstream practices that 

privilege individual responsibility and reform over social analysis, critique and social 

transformation, and marketization over critical and active learning. They concurred with Morley 

(2016) that critical practice involved addressing the structural factors underlying social problems, 
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and that therefore a competency-based education did not create critically analytical and reflective 

practitioners. 

Importantly, although all participants adopted a critical stance and framed their 

pedagogical practice of contextualized social work as a form of resistance to mainstream social 

work education and current neoliberal culture, their views were not homogenous. For example, 

some participants reminded their colleagues that in addressing context, instead of a single focus 

both Indigenous and other marginalized groups required attention. Also, only one participant 

called on colleagues to resist texts and perspectives from the United States and to rather replace 

these with local materials. Further, while adopting an anti-oppressive lens and prioritizing a 

power analysis, only a few Canadian educators espoused a radical challenge of mainstream 

social work. These minority voices point to the fact that even when adopting a contextualized 

stance, it is possible to under-identify the implications of a particular context and the 

complexities of power relations operating there. Accordingly, participants’ recommendation for 

establishing an educators’ community of practice promoting solidarity and expanding 

perspectives has particular value. 

This study thus underlines that for Canadian social work educators contextualized 

education is constituted through a postmodern critical paradigm that focuses on a nuanced 

understanding of the local, while being directed by the local.  

Conclusion 

What can be learnt from these Canadian educators that might apply to others who wish to 

prioritize context and thus de-center dominant, harmful constructions of social work? The study 

highlights the following general principles regarding contextualized social work education: First, 

contextualized social work education allows for the privileging of the local. Second, utilizing a 
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critical postmodern lens, contextual social work education facilitates an appreciation of the ways 

in which power is exercised through context. Consequently, in line with Indigenous social work 

approaches and anti-oppressive practice, Canadian educators stress that contextualized social 

work education must “interrogate politically the institutions and the social order” (Macı´as, 2013, 

p.323) of social work education.  Third, the contextualization of social work education within 

student and community realities is a means of resisting the limits and dangers of mainstream 

educational and professional practices. Hence, although it may seem obvious that social work 

practice is contextualized (as argued in dominant social work), it is the politicized and de-

individualized understanding of the context promoted by these study participants that has 

meaning. It is not a naïve engagement with the local. 

This study suggests that if social work truly aims to be an emancipatory profession, 

interrogating context by challenging entrenched institutional and political arrangements is 

essential. By integrating into content and pedagogy a critical radical social work perspective, and 

an emphasis on meaningful local, historic and decolonized context(s), contextual social work 

education has the potential to constitute “radical and revolutionary knowledge, positioning and 

action” for the profession of social work (Kamali & Jönsson, 2019, p. 306).  

These understandings of context and conceptualizations of contextual social work 

education were garnered in 2018/19, prior to the Covid-19 pandemic and the international outcry 

regarding societal racism (an issue which clearly has concerned the progressive social work 

community for some time). This study emphasizes the importance of not only understanding 

context but appreciating it in a dynamic manner; and therefore, ensuring that social work 

education offers a contemporary understanding of context that is informed by historical trends. 
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In conclusion, given the challenges presented by the Western, neoliberal and colonial 

nature of academic culture, the relevance of critically informed contextualized social work 

cannot be overestimated.  Social work must be meaningful and appropriate to communities; their 

context and culturally-embedded helping strategies must drive social work intervention as should 

their framing of the challenges with which they are dealing. Current social work education will 

determine the future of the social work profession, making it essential to engage in education that 

questions and challenges the dominant divisive social forces and power relations. We need to 

urgently create a community of practice that promotes a critical, profound notion of 

contextualized education. 
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